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Hydrogen fluoride phase behavior and molecular structure:
A QMÕMM potential model approach
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A molecular-orbital derived polarizable potential function is developed to model liquid and
supercritical fluid hydrogen fluoride. The model is based on a novel application of a combined
quantum-mechanical and molecular-mechanical~QM/MM ! approach, which treats molecular
polarization by a semiempirical method. Two geometrical models are examined, differing in the
intramolecular bond length for hydrogen fluoride to match values commonly seen in other empirical
models. One QM/MM parameter is fit for each model to reproduce the experimental density at one
liquid-phase state condition. The models are examined at this state and at one supercritical state
condition. Results for the density, radial distribution function, and average molecular dipole moment
are considered in comparison to experiment. Also vapor-liquid coexistence data are evaluated,
including saturation densities, heat of vaporization, and vapor pressure. Both models perform well
in describing the densities, but are no better than other molecular models in characterizing the
vapor-liquid critical point, the heat of vaporization, and the vapor pressure. The QM/MM models are
slightly better than others in describing the radial distribution functions, although it is clear that this
QM polarization model can be further improved. The present study further demonstrates that a
QM-based polarization model is a viable alternative to model polar fluids with strong intermolecular
interactions. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1607919#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The development of intermolecular potentials to ma
ematically model polar or associating molecules is of sign
cant interest. One goal of the modeling effort is to pred
thermodynamic properties at different state conditions ba
on the description of molecular interactions in statistical m
chanical Monte Carlo~MC! and molecular dynamics~MD!
simulations. The modeling approach is important for und
standing the molecular origin of thermodynamic propert
and has become a useful tool for predicting fluid behavior
new conditions or at conditions that have no experimen
information. The ability of a molecular model to captu
properties ranging from the monomer level to the conden
bulk phase is essential to portray the fluid phase beha
accurately. At the bulk level a wide range of fluid properti
are typically examined, e.g., vapor-liquid equilibrium~VLE!
properties, radial distribution functions~RDF!, volumetric
properties, and heat effects.

Strong intermolecular bonding can arise in a molecu
system when highly electronegative atoms are in the c
pany of hydrogen atoms. Water, ammonia, and hydro
fluoride~HF! are examples of molecules where such bond
occurs. Strong intermolecular interactions such as hydro
bonding significantly influence the molecular structure, a
thus small changes in the intermolecular bonding contri
tions to the energy can have a disproportionate effect on
bulk properties. Furthermore, electrostatic and hydro
7360021-9606/2003/119(14)/7365/7/$20.00
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bonding interactions typically lead to significant many-bo
polarization effects that complicate the molecular modeli
The difficulty for a molecular model to capture properti
beyond a narrow range of state conditions is closely rela
to the lack of a proper treatment of many-body polarizat
contributions. Although an increasing number of applicatio
have utilized various polarizable models for condens
phase systems of polar molecules,1,2 the ability to capture the
unique characteristics of polar species~such as water and
hydrogen fluoride! through these treatments requires sign
cant efforts.3,4

In comparison, quantum-mechanical~QM! models have
not been widely used to represent molecular polarization
fluid simulations.5,6 A complete description of fluid system
via full QM treatment remains practically impossible fo
such procedures as MC and MD simulations. The most r
tine implementation of a QM model is done through t
Car–Parrinello approach7 which hinges on the effectiveness8

of the plane-wave density-functional theory~DFT! to model
the molecular interactions. Another approach to apply Q
based models involves fitting of a parameterized poten
surface to the results of two- and three-molecule Q
calculations.9 In a recent study we have examined the su
ability of such models for describing the behavior of HF10

An alternative approach is the hybrid quantum-mechan
and molecular-mechanical~QM/MM ! models11,12 that com-
bine advantages of both computational efficiency of class
5 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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force fields and the accuracy of quantum-mechanical m
ods. As a result, the molecular-orbital derived polarizat
~MP! model was developed to describe molecular polari
tion for polar liquids,5,6 making use of a novel implementa
tion of the QM/MM scheme. As a test of principle, this a
proach has been applied to several molecular syste
including liquid water at temperatures of 25 and 100 °C. T
study showed that the MP model can be parameterize
yield liquid properties, including density and heat of vap
ization, in excellent agreement with experiments, and
performance of this electronic structure-determined polar
tion model is comparable to the best three-site empirical
tentials. The model’s unique characteristic is the ability
incorporate many-body effects through electronic struct
methods. Much like the fluctuating charge model~FQ!,13 the
wave function of individual molecules in the liquid an
charge density depend upon the instantaneous state o
molecular system. However, the difference is that the cha
are evaluated from molecular-orbital theory. As in the F
model, the MP model represents molecular polarization
fluctuating charge densities~wave functions!, in contrast to
the traditional atomic point-dipole polarization model.2,14

Another important issue in modeling polar fluids is t
treatment of intramolecular interactions. The experimen
bond length of HF is certainly a function of the phase or st
conditions. For example, solid-state calculations of DF e
mate the bond length to be 0.95 Å at 85 K and 0.97 Å at
K.15 Liquid phase calculations have produced estimates
0.93 Å from pair correlation functions with corrections~for a
monomer recoil in experiments! resulting in 0.95 Å.16 Fur-
ther, hexamer gas phase structures indicate the bond le
of HF to be 0.973 Å.17 Therefore a difficulty may arise fo
molecular simulation of HF when applying fixed bon
lengths, or even variable bond lengths, at different state c
ditions. A monomer bond length must be chosen in simu
tion based on experimental properties, which in turn affe
the magnitude of the permanent dipole moment. Two co
mon choices for fixed bond length used in molecu
simulation2,18 of HF are 0.917 and 0.973 Å. Further, mode
have been developed to incorporate variable bond length
HF allowing for stretching through a Morse potential.19

We consider the ability of QM/MM potential model t
describe the properties of vapor- and liquid-phase HF, ap
ing the MP treatment and considering the effect of intram
lecular bond length by examining two fixed HF bond leng
values: 0.973 and 0.917 Å. Theoretical background on
QM-based polarization model is presented in Sec. II, wh
the representation of the wave function for the electro
structure of the fluid is summarized and the MP Hamilton
is formulated. Section III expands on the detailed simulat
procedures and state conditions. Section IV presents re
and insights from the study. Concluding remarks are mad
Sec. V.

II. POTENTIAL MODEL

The implementation of a QM/MM model in molecula
simulation ofN species can be accomplished by making
assumption that the wave function of the fluid system,F, is
Downloaded 03 Dec 2003 to 128.205.114.91. Redistribution subject to A
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represented by a Hartree product of the individual molecu
wave functions of the solvent moleculesC i ,5,6,12

F5)
i 51

N

C i . ~1!

This leads to significant reduction in computational cost t
computationally manageable level by neglecting the
change correlation interactions between different solv
molecules. However, the exchange correlation terms rem
included in the representation of each solvent molecule,
the wave function for moleculei, C i , is represented by a
Slater determinant ofM doubly occupied orthonormal mo
lecular orbitalsf i :

C i5uf1~1!a~1!f1~2!b~2!¯fM~2M !b~2M !&. ~2!

Here f i is a linear combination ofNb atomic basis func-
tions xm ,

f i5(
m

Nb

cm ixm , ~3!

and is constrained by the orthonormality conditionL i j :

L i j 5(
m

Nb

cm icm j2d i j 50. ~4!

The molecular-orbital coefficientscm i are evaluated through
a typical Hartree–Fock iterative procedure using a combi
QM/MM effective Hamiltonian~see below!.5,6,12

A further reduction in computational cost is achieved
making use of the ideas of combined QM/MM method
Specifically, in determining the individual molecular wav
function, we treat the surrounding solvent molecules by a
of classical point charges derived from their correspond
wave functions, which, in turn, are influenced and polariz
by the interactions with other molecules. Thus an iterati
self-consistent procedure is carried out to achieve an ove
system convergence. OnceF is established, the definition o
the energy terms of the system can be conveniently form
lated.

To begin the energy formulation, we define the Ham
tonian of the fluid system as follows:

Ĥ5(
i 51

N

Ĥi
°1 1

2 (
i 51

N

(
j Þ i

N

Ĥ i j , ~5!

whereĤ i
° is the Hamiltonian for an isolated moleculei, and

Ĥ i j represents Coulombic interactions between moleculi
and j. By making the assumption that there is no electr
transfer between different molecules, the Coulombic inter
tion Hamiltonian,Ĥ i j can be reduced to a form that is com
putationally convenient for molecular simulations,

Ĥ i j ~C j !52 (
a51

2M

Va~C j !1 (
a51

A

Za~ i !Va~C j !, ~6!

whereA is the total number of atoms in a solvent molecu
Za( i ) is the nuclear charge of atoma, and Vx(C j ) is the
electrostatic potential of monomerj at either the electronic o
nuclear positions of moleculei. Explicitly, the first term is
the interaction of moleculej’s electrons and nuclei with mol
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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ecule i’s electronsand the second term represents the int
actions of moleculej’s electrons and nuclei with moleculei’s
nuclei.

If the electrostatic potentialVx(C j ) is determined ap-
proximately by a set of point chargesqb (C j ) derived from
the wave functionC j , Eq. ~6! reduces to

Ĥ i j ~C j !52 (
a51

2M

(
b51

A
qb~C j !

r ab

1 (
a51

A

(
b51

A
Za~ i !qb~C j !

Rab
1Ei j

vdW, ~7!

wherer ab is the distance between an electron of molecui
and moleculej, and Rab is the distance between nucle
centers of atoms of moleculei and moleculej. In Eq. ~7!, a
van der Waals~vdW! term Ei j

vdW is added, expressed here
terms of the Lennard-Jones~LJ! potential to represent shor
range exchange repulsion interactions that have been
glected in the definition of the wave function of the syste
by Eq. ~1! and long-range dispersion interactions not
cluded in the Hartree–Fock approximation:

Ei j
vdW5 (

a51

A

(
b51

A

4«abF S sab

Rab
D 12

2S sab

Rab
D 6G . ~8!

The parameterssab and «ab in Eq. ~8! will be determined
by a fitting procedure with primary interest in experimen
bulk phase properties~Table I!.

The total potential energy of the system is given as
expectation value. For convenience, we define the zero o
energy by a system of infinitely separated solvent molecu
Consequently, the total interaction energy of the fluid syst
is given by

Etot5^FuĤuF&2N^C +uĤ i
+uC +&. ~9!

The second term of the energy is the reference energyN
isolated molecules withC + representing the wave function o
a molecule in the gas phase.

Because of the partition of the system in combin
QM/MM treatment in which one molecule is treated expl
itly by quantum mechanics and the rest is approximated b
set of partial charges, the interaction HamiltonianĤ i j is not
identical to Ĥ j i , yet, they represent the same interactio
between moleculesi and j.5,6,12 This inherent imbalance in
combined QM/MM calculations is not a problem in calcula

TABLE I. Parameters used at two different FH bond lengthsr FH . Param-
eterss i j and « i j are selected to equal those for two prominent poten
models for HF, JVP~Ref. 2!, and CJ84~Ref. 20!, having corresponding H–F
bond lengths.K represents a Mulliken population scaling factor of charg
which is fit to experimental densities at 300 K and 2 bars.

JVP MP~AM1! CJ84 MP~AM1!

r FH , Å 0.973 0.973 0.917 0.917
sFF , Å 3.05 3.05 2.984 2.98
sHH , Å 0.800 0.800
«FF , kcal/mol 0.21857 0.21857 0.151 0.150
«HH , kcal/mol 0.05 0.05
K 1.475 1.475
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ing the total interaction energy using Eq.~9!, but it is con-
venient to define explicitly the pair interaction energy as
average of the two interaction Hamiltonians,5,6,12

Ei j 5
1
2 @^C i uĤ i j uC j&1^C j uĤ j i uC i&#. ~10!

The use of atomic partial charges to represent the e
trostatic potential in Eq.~7! is a rather crude approximation
although it can be exactly described if a full multipole e
pansion approach is used. For computational convenie
we found that the truncation at the monopole term is reas
able in the study of liquid water, provided that the part
chargesqb(C j ) derived from Mulliken population analysi
are scaled. It turns out that a single scaling paramete
sufficient to yield reasonable results for simple liquids,

qb~C j !5KQb
M , ~11!

where K is optimized to fit fluid properties. The atomi
charges are determined specifically from applying the
glect of diatomic differential overlap~NDDO! approximation
to give

Qb
M5Zb~ j !22(

a51

M

(
mPa

cma~ j !2, ~12!

where cm i are determined through the solution of th
Hartree–Fock equation. In this way,qb(C j ) is self-
consistent and is comprehensively defined byC j .

Given an initial molecular configuration andcm i , the
above equations are converged to an energy for
N-molecule fluid system. Typicallycm i is taken from a pre-
vious step during the MC or MD simulation. The initia
guess for the orbital coefficients can be taken from the
phase wave function. Next, atomic partial chargesqb (C j )
are calculated fromC j and incorporated in the formation o
the Fock matrix through the Hamiltonian in Eq.~5!. The
Hartree–Fock equations are solved to produce a new se
cm i which are in turn used to calculate and test the conv
gence of the energy. The procedure is repeated until the
energy of the system converges.

III. SIMULATION DETAILS

Two parameter sets,s i j , « i j andK, were developed for
the MP model for hydrogen fluoride, corresponding to tw
r FH values, 0.917 and 0.973 Å. In Table I, the LJ paramet
are presented with those of the models of Jedlovzsky
Vallauri ~JVP!,2 and Cournoyer and Jorgensen~CJ84!.20 The
LJ fluorine parameters,s i j , « i j , were fixed to be the value
described in corresponding JVP/CJ84 models, while the
drogen parameters are those given in the QM/MM mode
water.5 The semiempirical Austin model 1~AM1! method is
used to describe the molecular wave function for hydrog
fluoride.21 The charge-scaling parameterK was adjusted until
the Monte Carlo simulations yield results in good agreem
with experiments on liquid density and energy at 300 K a
2 bars. In regard to the present development it is helpfu
understand where the polarization effects appear in the
and CJ84 models: JVP includes explicit polarization energ

l

,
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~through induced dipole effects!, while CJ84 applies polar
ization in a pairwise-effective way~through an exaggerate
permanent dipole moment!.

We assess the MP model in conjunction with the effe
of different HF monomer bond lengths,r FH, through com-
parison with experimental fluid phase properties. Recen
Pfleidereret al.22 determined experimentally the structure
HF at six state points, including two liquid states and fo
supercritical states. In addition, the experimental densitie23

at the same states allow for a general analysis of the accu
of the MP model. Molecular simulation calculations of de
sity values and RDFs at two of the Pfleidereret al. state
conditions~liquid at 300 K and 2 bars, and supercritical flu
at 473 K and 78 bars! give a good picture of the strength
and deficiencies of a molecular interaction model. Dens
calculations of the model were accomplished through
simulation in the NPT ensemble while the RDFs were m
sured in the canonical~NVT! ensemble. Additionally, dipole
moments were averaged throughout both NPT and N
simulations and compared to each other. For each condi
216 HF molecules were simulated through 53106 configu-
rations. The NVT simulations consisted of on
displacement/rotation moves. The NPT simulations additi
ally consisted of one volume move per 216 displaceme
rotation moves.

Another assessment of the MP model and ther FH param-
eter is accomplished through comparison with VLE expe
mental properties. Saturated densities, saturated vapor
sures and heat of vaporizations were calculated thro
Gibbs ensemble~GE! molecular simulations. The saturate
vapor pressures were evaluated through the methodolog
Harismiadiset al.24 The calculated saturated densities a
saturated vapor pressures yielded heats of vaporiza
through direct calculation,

DHvap5^Uvap&2^U liq&1^Psat&S 1

^rvap&
2

1

^r liq& D . ~13!

Specifics of the GE simulations include a simulation len
of 53104 cycles, each of which consists of 216 MC move
at each state point, system size of 216 molecules, and a
aging block size of 1000 cycles for error analysis.

All interactions were truncated at an F–F separation o
Å and the only treatment for truncation applied was the st
dard Lennard-Jones long-range correction. In particular
long-range correction to the electrostatic interactions~e.g.,
Ewald sum! was applied. This choice results in considera
savings in computation. Previous studies by us a
others10,25 have found that neglect of long-range electrost
ics does not greatly affect the phase coexistence and s
tural properties for highly orientationally specific hydrog
bonding systems such as HF and water.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Densities and molecular dipole moments measured
the simulation are listed in Table II, and RDFs are presen
in Figs. 1 and 2, as calculated for a liquid at 300 K and
bars, and a supercritical fluid at 473 K and 78 bars. Com
tational results can be directly compared with experimen
Downloaded 03 Dec 2003 to 128.205.114.91. Redistribution subject to A
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data for these two state points. Since the liquid at 300 K a
2 bars was chosen as the calibration point of the MP mo
the calculated simulation densities in Table II reveals
success of the fit~to experiment!.

Inspection of Table I shows an increase in the aver
dipole momentŝmHF& at the liquid phase when compared
the gas phase dipole momentmHF

+ . In the condensed phase
the magnitude of̂ mHF& exemplifies the degree of polariza
tion. The optimized bond length for HF using AM1 is 0.82
Å, which is too short compared with experiments. Usi
either ar FH value of 0.917 or 0.973 Å, which have been us
in other empirical models for hydrogen fluoride, the com
puted dipole moment in the gas phase is 0.69 and 0.70
respectively. This is significantly smaller than the experime

FIG. 1. Combined radial distribution function~RDF! calculated from NVT
simulations, 300 K and 2 bars, and compared to experimental dat
Pfleidereret al. ~Ref. 22!. The combination of atomic RDFs calculated fro
simulation yields the total RDF,g(r ), through 0.4966gFH10.2104gFF

10.2930gHH ~Ref. 22!. Double broken lines correspond tor FH equal to
0.973 Å and single broken lines correspond tor FH equal to 0.917.

TABLE II. Calculated densities at chosen state conditions via MC N
simulations. Calculated dipole moments^mHF&

NPT and^mHF&
NVT, at chosen

conditions via MC NVT and NPT simulations. The^mHF&
NPT and^mHF&

NVT

values are compared with an experimental gas phase dipole moment~Ref.
26!, mHF

+ , of 1.82 D.

r FH , Å

Density NPT~g/cm3!

300 K, 2 bars 473 K, 78 bars

0.917 0.952960.0006 0.050760.0007
0.973 0.955460.0044 0.047760.0005
Expt. 0.962 0.236

r FH , Å ^mHF&
NPT ~D!

300 K, 2 bars 473 K, 78 bars
0.917 1.986360.0006 1.789060.0003
0.973 2.032060.0006 1.789060.0003

r FH , Å ^mHF&
NVT ~D!

300 K, 0.962 g/cc 473 K, 0.236 g/cc
0.917 1.985360.0006 1.847960.0007
0.973 2.031660.0006 1.880460.0004
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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tal value26 of 1.82 D, suggesting that the AM1 model has
very strong covalent character in the molecule HF, which
also reflected by the need to use aK value of 1.475 to en-
hance the computed charge separation. The liquid HF at
K, the computed average dipole moment is 1.9960.01 D and
2.0360.01 D for the two HF geometries. This represent
significant increase in molecular polarization, with a net
duced dipole moment of about 1.3 D. At supercritical con
tions, the dipole moment and polarization is somewhat
duced to a value of about 1.79 D, still a major enhancem
over the gas phase value~1.1 D!. This suggests that HF i
strongly hydrogen bonded in the supercritical states.

It is interesting to compare the computed densities in
liquid state at 300 K and at the supercritical point, 473
The densities of bothr FH geometries in Table II show les
satisfactory agreement to experimental results for the su
critical state. Disagreement in density values of many
potential models~with experiment! at this supercritical con-
dition is not uncommon.4 Furthermore, similar statemen
about the change in the simulation dipole moment can
made in regard to the deviation of the supercritical R
from experiment when Fig. 2 is examined~these were calcu
lated at the experimental density, so their poor compariso
not a consequence of the density behavior!.

The computed radial distribution functions~RDFs! in
Fig. 1 show better structural properties for the model
r FH50.917 Å in comparison to the model withr FH

50.973 Å. The first peak is more prominent in for the 0.9
model. In both cases, however, the RDFs indicate repuls
that is a bit too strong in comparison to experimental beh
ior.

VLE results are now compared for the two propos
parameter sets; data are presented in Figs. 3–6. The coe
ence densities forr FH50.973 Å parameter set shows im
provement relative to the shorterr FH in comparison to ex-
periment. Calculated vapor pressures also show the s
improvements when the two parameter sets are compa
although both consistently exceed the experimental val

FIG. 2. Same as Fig. 1 but at 473 K and 78 bars~supercritical!.
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As with almost every interaction model we have studied,
heat of vaporization of both parameter sets shows very p
agreement with experiment. Likewise the critical point is
both cases is much smaller than that determined experim
tally.

All comparisons between simulation and experiment
consistent with a vapor phase model that underestimates
lecular association and clustering. This is apparently an
trinsic problem of the semiempirical AM1 model, which
too strong in covalent character as indicated by the compu
dipole moment in the gas phase. Stronger vapor phase c
tering would lower the vapor pressure and heat of vapor
tion, which would, in turn, increase the vapor density a
enhance the structural features. The behavior of the

FIG. 3. Vapor–liquid coexistence densities,rvap andr liq, as calculated from
Gibbs ensemble~GE! simulations~open markers! and compared to experi-
ment~solid line! ~Ref. 28!. Squares show calculation forr FH equal to 0.917
Å and diamonds show calculations forr FH equal to 0.973 Å.

FIG. 4. VLE vapor coexistence densitiesrvap from GE simulations~open
markers! and compared to experiment~solid line! ~Ref. 28!. Squares show
calculation forr FH equal to 0.917 Å and diamonds show calculations forr FH

equal to 0.973 Å.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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models differs, but not by a magnitude needed to bring
properties in line with experiment. Better cohesion is
quired, perhaps by reducing the van der Waals radius
was developed for the CJ84 empirical model and soften
repulsive interactions. Features are needed to enable
model to adapt properly to changes in density—and polar
tion is not the only consideration in this direction. The p
formance of the present model may be improved by repar
eterizing the semiempirical model for the fluorine atom. T
only evidence of an experimentalr FH equal to 0.973 Å is
given through neutron-scattering experiments focusing p
ticularly on the gas phase hexamer ring structure,17 while
other experiments16,22,27indicate shorter bond lengths are a

FIG. 5. Heats of vaporizationDHvap as calculated from GE simulation
~open markers! and compared to experiment~solid line! ~Ref. 28!. Squares
show calculation forr FH equal to 0.917 Å and diamonds show calculatio
for r FH equal to 0.973 Å.

FIG. 6. Vapor pressuresPsat as calculated from GE simulations~open mark-
ers! through Harismiadiset al. methodology~Ref. 24! and compared to
experiment~solid line! ~Ref. 28!. Squares show calculation forr FH equal to
0.917 Å and diamonds show calculations forr FH equal to 0.973 Å.
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propriate. So, it seems that the best modeling approach
require a variabler FH molecular model to describe the H
molecule.

V. CONCLUSION

An analysis of the MP formulation in conjunction wit
two different intramolecular bondlength values for HF w
conducted through the parameterization to a liquid ph
density at 300 K and 2 bars. The description of structural a
fluid phase properties by the model have been considere
comparison to experiment. The densities, RDFs, and dip
moments were measured by simulation over two chosen s
conditions, one a liquid state and the other a supercrit
state. Also, the coexistence densities, vapor pressures,
heat of vaporization were evaluated through Gibbs ensem
simulations. The scope of the work allows for detailing t
impact of a variation in bond lengths on fluid phase prop
ties. The simulations forr FH equal to 0.973 Å shows sligh
improvements in the VLE, relative to the behavior of th
shorter-bond model, but is poorer in its structural propert
Analysis of the average dipole moment shows the imp
tance of correctly describing the change of polarization
fects with fluid conditions. The present study demonstra
that there is significant fluid phase polarization effect in bo
liquid and supercritical fluid HF and that this effect can
modeled by a potential function based on electronic struc
theory. Although the computed thermodynamic and str
tural results are reasonable for the ambient conditions,
nificant deviation from experimental data at the supercriti
state still exists. This is attributed to the intrinsic weak po
character of the AM1 model for HF. The present model m
be further improved by readjusting the semiempirical para
eters for the fluorine atom, and by consistent optimizatio
of both the Lennard-Jones parameters and the charge sc
constant.
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